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Covers: Barry Deck, graphic designer. Caustic
Biomorph, type design .
This type design is from an exhibit of graphic
design by Barry Deck, SoHo New York City
designer. This exhibit has been on view at VU
from October 4 through November 7 at the
Wesemann Atrium. Deck is a graduate of the
M.F.A. program in visual communication at the
California Institute of the Arts. He believes that
design "evolves in response to a continual visual
sampling of daily life." In fact, design , he
believes, can sometimes be reborn "using forms
inspired by the chaos that surrounds us."
VU
graphic design instructor Robert Sirko curated
the exhibit.
The Cresset

INLUCETUA

What I Meant
I meant to write about health care, but I am still trying to make sense of the proposals, counter proposals,
accusations, denials, regrets, responses and outcries. One
is tempted to say that the proposals we have heard and
understood to this point won't do, but perhaps moderation
at this moment, and more reading. Maybe it would help to
see the proposal in the typography that Barry Deck has
designed for an imperfect world; it isn't perfect, but then,
what is? November is maybe the perfect month for talking
about the imperfect. vVho could like November best? Let
us agree to keep studying the health care plan-here in the
gathering gloom of November-and vow to make up our
minds later.

What I Meant
I meant, in the editorial of September's issue, to say
something at once personal and general. I seem to have
hit at least that target. The editorial about Elders ("The
Lady Sings the Blues, " September, 1993) has generated
lots of heat. And a great deal of appreciative and supportive agreement. This has been most interesting in that it has
come from persons in their seventies, and from at least one
current college sophomore. From friends who are my age,
but also men and women ten years, and twenty years,
younger than me. I meant not so much to blame the
Elders as to try to understand and account for feelings in
myself, but it is more apparent to me now than when I
wrote the piece just how much pain and anger there is
"out there," in the world in which religious people try to
live faithfully together.
People heard different things in those blues, that's
for sure. I heard from people who thought I was just madas a woman-about old men. I heard from people who
thought I hated Valparaiso University. And I heard from
theologians who thought I still just hadn't got it about the
Two Kingdoms. One of those was my dear teacher and
mentor Ed Schroeder, quick (characteristically) to
respond, to selfjustify, to realize and repent of the selfjustifying, and to take up the task of instructing again. Here is
part of his letter:
November 1993

'The 2-Ks business was never used by Brother Martin
as the basis for a Christian's schizophrenic ethics, his own
or anybody else's. All the major places where he talks that
kind of language, he's not talking about our ethical choices
or motives, but about God's ambidextrous operations in
our one world. If there is a "purpose" in ML's doing that,
it is to keep the Good News genuinely new and genuinely
good. So in the Gospel God reigns (manages, administers)
in a manner that is very very distinct from the way God otherwise operated in the world. Where do people fit in?
Well, eventually they, too, do become agents in this duplex
way God has of operating in God's creation. But first of all,
and that first of all is a sina qua non, without which all subsequent extrapolations from the 2-Ks notion are bound to
get skewed, first of all we are on the receiving end of Godas-actor "doing" the two regimes on us.
"So Luther's 2K talk is God-talk, not people-talk in
the fundamental instance. If and when we finally do get to
people-talk from that Aha! about the doublet in God's way
of operating, which doublet was Luther's own great Aha (as
he says in a sober Tischreden), then it necessarily, I think,
comes out parsed as the enclosed RWB [Robert W.
Bertram] essay does (for eggheads) and my enclosed one
does (for the common folk.)"
This letter perfectly displays what I am grateful to my
mentors for, namely, the intelligent, personal, pastoral,
patient attempt to untangle the skein of Lutheran doctrine
so that it becomes enlightening and enlivening. To both
Ed Schroeder and Bob Bertram my consistent gratitude;
insofar as I remember, you always invited me to be part of
the conversation, and-if you did correspond with German
theologians-you never (almost never) told me what to do.

Among the several pieces of correspondence was this
one, which I reprint here (with his permission) from yet
another Lutheran theologian. It helped me to understand
not only why I wrote what I did, but why so many different
people felt that it expressed their own feelings so exactly. I
should say also that Professor Walt Bouman's letter also
3
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exemplifies some other good traits of Lutheran theology at
its best: it always remembers that sin can be acknowledged
without despair because of the surrounding environment of
grace. Thank God that our seminaries still nurture some
such theologians:
Dear Gail:
Your In Luce Tua column for the September issue is so
painfully on target that I cannot resist writing you. I rec.ognized in some of "the elders" about whom you write my
own teachers, and, more importantly, in others of "the
elders," namely your teachers, my friends and contemporaries, one of whom introduced us decades ago.
At my age it is impossible to deny that I have indeed
become one of "the elders." And if my own theological
instincts and teachings are correct, there is bound to be all
kinds of messy stuff going on between the generations.
It was after I read a profound essay by Ernest Becker,
"Kafka on the Oedipus Complex" (published in Angel in
Armor, 1969), that I began to think about "original sin" in
terms of "the guilt that comes with our origins." Becker
makes a persuasive case for such a viewing of the things that
parents and children are and do to each other, but mostly
what the parental generation does to its children. Kafka's
short story, 'The Judgment: A Story for F.," is th~ appropriate vehicle for Becker's powerful insights.
As Becker/ Kafka have it, unless the child has both the
insight and the power to resist, the parent will destroy (symbolically murder) the child. But in resisting, the child must
destroy (symbolically murder) the parent. This has little or
nothing to do with the sexual competition which Freud
ascribed to the Oedipus and Electra complexes. It has
everything to do with what Christianity understands by
"original sin." That is, that our very origin imposes upon us
the inescapable necessity of establishing our own identity at
the expense of the parental generation. We cannot
become the selves we are intended to become without lifeand-death struggle against the parental generation, which
has a god-like ontological priority over our own being and
identity. (I think this is the profound dynamic in Arthur
Miller's Death of a Salesman, for example.)

Just to complete this, I think that the Trinitarian
Father-Son language, especially at the point of the cross, is
not about patriarchalism (however it may have been or still
is being used), but that it is the archetype for life-and-death
generational conflict. The doctrine of the Trinity is "good
news" because it declares that we are not abandoned as we
negotiate the generational journey, that also at the deepest
level of human sinfulness we are encompassed by the divine
redemption which has negotiated the journey ahead of us,
and that this divine redemption creates eschatological hope
(Holy Sprit) in the midst of what the immediately adjacent
generations do to each other.
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I have for a long time been aware of what my "elders" did to
me. I have expressed my own anger, and I have also tried,
mostly successfully, to avoid being on the receiving end of
the next generation's anger and identity-creating rebellion.
But your column is enlightening (and that is, after all ,
the gift of the divine lux after which the column is named)
in all the ways it should be. Your anger is not misplaced.
Your observations are accurate. What is most helpful, at
least for me, is that you say the truth in such a way that I,
too, can acknowledge it without despair.
And at this age in my life, it seems increasingly necessary for me to be more restrained in my teaching. The cross
endured and promised by Jesus comes, it seems to me now,
less in terms of a distinction between two kingdoms, and
more as a consequence of fidelity in action to that one kingdom for which Jesus died and which, because of his resurrection, will surely have the last word.
I am sure that this is more than you wanted to know
about how your column moved me. But thank you for it
nevertheless. I have taken the liberty of sharing it with
selected students of mine because I suspect that you are
able to give voice and speech to some of their own anger.
Peace!
Walter R. Bouman
Trinity Lutheran Seminary

What We Mean
Reading through the pieces assembled for this issue, I
have taken delight in their variety. Such variety is not
unusual for The Cresset, but here is particularly boldly
expressed. Not many journals you will pick up this month
include this range: an article about the political implications of academia's dismissal of a 40-year-old novel, an
review of a book about Pascal (the philosopher, not the language), an evocative musing about life on the Mexican border, poetry by an exiled Chinese writer and a Vietnam War
veteran-turned writing teacher, a column about the meaning of professionalism in music and on the campus, a letter
from Turkey about the re-consecration of an old church, a
film review by a VU alum whose big new novel about murder, racism and passion in New Orleans has just this week
been published by Random House.
Are they just a random collection? No, I don't think
so. Look at the cover-a typeface for an imperfect world.
Each of these writers sees the imperfections, takes them seriously, addresses them with courage and with hope. That's
no small feat in a world of writing that, noticing imperfection, slides into despair, or, convinced of hope, denies the
power of the imperfection. It is good writing. Good reading!
Peace,
GME

The Cresset

from FUSE 4

(regarding Caustic Biomorph )*

Dtcoration tvolv~s in r~sponsf' to~ continual visual sampling of daily life in
conjunction with culture's dominant notions of beauty, often rooted in the technical
m~ans by which it is produc~d. Today the me-dia environment mix~~ with American
n~ighborhoods a~ hom~lts~ rncampments and discard~d packages multiply in oprn
view. While our culture'~ definition of beauty is beinq continually rewritten by
mark~ting con~ultanh in the ~ervic«" of gre~dy corporat~ ~xecutives, our ability to
produce style is rxpandin9. exce-eded only by our deslrt to consumt lt. I think of
r.au,til" Riftmftrn~ Fwtn R,.l,4 .a~ .a ~.attl•,,...arr•-4 v•t•ran nf.. thi~ ~tnrmv t•rhnn.

cultural nolution. My own acid rat~n r~!tponst to thr d~cay that is so visiblr in
Amtrican citf~s today. It is a typeface appropriat~ for thf' words 'Amal9amated
Chemical Corporation, Annual Re-port 1992' or 'Rt-EI~ct Bush' or tve-n 'If you livrd
htre, you'd bt homt now!'Ttchnolo9ical innovation can caust an txubtrant orv of
ntw display facf's, as It did with tht birth of photo typt. Htrt is this wetk's
typoqraphical txuberance, a new di~play face that speaks to us in the visual
lan9ua9e of dtcay. Otcoration is r~born, in this cas~. uslnCJ forms inspir~d by tht
chaos th.t surrounds us.

* Mr. Deck's transmission of this material by fax resulted in the chewed-looking line 8. We feel that

this look is in keeping with the spirit of his creation, and have left it as-is.
Ed.
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FAHRENHEIT 451 : THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH
C RITICS CHILL

Paul A. Trout
T his is the fortieth anniversary of the publication
of Fahrenheit 451, Ray Bradbury's gripping premonition
about a dumbed-down society-of-the-spectacle where
'firemen' get orgiastic pleasure burning books: "With the
brass nozzle in his fists, with this great python spitting its
venomous kerosene upon the world, the blood pounded in
his head ... " (Ballantine Books, 1982 edition, 3). Wellreviewed when it appeared, Fahrenheit 451 soon was ranked
with Brave New World and Nineteen Eighty-Four as one of the
most powerful and alarming dystopias in English, and
certainly the best yet written by an American. It a lso
became, and has remained, enormously popular with
general readers. By 1982 it had sold over 4.5 million copies,
and by now the number must be around 7 million
(Random House doesn't reveal sales figures). During these
four decades it has never been out of print, and every massmarket bookstore that I've been in keeps it in stock.
Surprisingly, Fahrenheit 451 does not enjoy the
same popularity on campus as it does off I've been in the
profession for twenty years and I don't recall anyone in my
department ever teaching the book, nor have I
encountered anyone from another un iversity who
mentioned teaching it, nor have I ever seen it displayed as
a text in any of the college bookstores I've visited over the
years. But there's stronger evidence that Fahrenheit 451 is
not all that popular with English professors: the amount of
scholarship devoted to it. In David Ketterer's New Worlds for
Old: The Apocalyptic Imagination, Science Fiction, and American

Paul Trout teaches in the Department of English at Montana
State University in Bozeman. This is his first appearance in The
Cresset. The Editor feels constrained to point out that in VU's
Department of English, Professor Ron Sommer has been teaching
this novel for years.
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Literature ( 1974), Fahrenheit 451 is mentioned only once. I
scanned the PMLA bibliography from 1966 to 1991 and
found only 12 articles on Fahrenheit 451 (written in
English). An article every other year! To put that number 12
into context, I also counted the entries for Brave New World
and Nineteen Eighty-Four during the same years. There were
57 scholarly publications devoted to Brave New World and
290 devoted to Nineteen Eighty-Four. In percentages, that's a
d ifference of 475 percent in the case of Brave New World,
and in the case of Nineteen Eighty-Four, a difference of 2,416
percent! Keep in mind that these enormous disparities
would multiply many fold if I had been able to compute
the number of pages, or words, devoted to each title, since
over thirty entry listings for Brave New World and Nineteen
Eighty-Four were books, not articles. There's a good chance
that the fortieth anniversary of Bradbury's popular
American classic will pass unnoticed-save for this article.

W hat could explain this perp lexing scholarly
disregard of Fahrenheit 451? Could academics think it's too
'trashy' to write about? Not likely. A number of critics have
commented on the poetic qualities of Bradbury's prose
style, and Donald Watt has demonstrated that Fahrenheit
451 is a richly symbolic and highly integrated literary work,
thus supporting Kingsley Amis' earlier critical judgment
that Bradbury's novel was "superior in conciseness and
objectivity" to Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four. And even if
Bradbury's novel were 'trash,' a term nobody now uses
without a smirk, that alone would never stop English
professors from writing about it. Since th e mid-60s many
have fashioned successful careers publishing on novels
lucky to bring 25 cents at a back-yard sale.
What makes this scholarly disregard of Fahrenheit
451 even more bizarre is that it occurred when the pressure
to publish or perish drove desperate professors to wrack
The Cresset

their imaginations to find something to publish on:
The only people to escape the imposition of this
Petrarchan eroticism in video arcade games (honest),
pehumanizing conditioning program are the "savages"
power, gender and madness in heavy metal music (honest), , -\imprisoned behind electrified fences on a remote
Clint Eastwood as a cultural production (honest), the r reservation in New Mexico. These lowly and oppressed
detective as pervert (honest), or masturbatory threats in
people are the saving remnant, managing to preserve the
customs, rituals and emotions that keep them fully human.
Low German ecclesiastical polemics of the 16th century
(honest!). As enterprising academics ransacked musty old
It is from their midst that the last Booklover emerges, John,
trunks or hung out at video arcades to find something that
who has read and memorized The Complete Works of
hadn't been pawed over b y their equally ambitious
Shakespeare.
colleagues, here was Fahrenheit 451 right underneath their
In Nineteen Eighty-Four, the censorship that
sacrifices "freedom" to "happiness" is also imposed by an
little sniffing noses, darn near unsullied by critical
oligarchy, in this case the "priests of power" within the
commentary and just waiting to help them buy a Cuisinart.
Party, who use Thought Police, terror, and Newspeak to
Stranger still is that so many literature professors
control every aspect of society. "By 2050-earlier,
have shunned a novel that endorses their own humanistic
probably-all real knowledge of the past will have been
destroyed. Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Byron-they'll
values and commitments. One would think that they would
warmly embrace a book that condemns technolophilia and
exist only in Newspeak versions, not merely changed into
censorship, as they have done with Brave New World and
something different, but actually changed into something
contradictory of what they used to be" ( 47). In this
Nineteen Eighty-Four, not give it the cold shoulder. So why,
then, have professors of literature sent Fahrenheit 451 to
dystopian society there also exists a saving remnant of
savages who managed to keep their humanity intact-the
Coventry?
working-class proles. In the dark corners of life
Professors have avoided this book, I suspect,
because they do not like how the novel explains the origin
unsupervised by the all-power Party, they sing, dance, recite
doggerel, and read-even if it is state-produced
of the censorship it condemns. The etiology of censorship
advanced in Fahrenheit 451 contradicts the orthodox
pornography. The proles have managed to stay human. "If
there was hope ," Winston Smith realized in the midst of his
humanist view held by so many literary intellectuals, and
distinguishes Fahrenheit 451 from the other two dystopias
despair, "it must lie in the proles ... " (60). In both
with which it has so much else in common. Brave New
dystopias, then , censorship comes from the top-down, a
weapon of the ' government' to control a victimized
World, Nineteen Eighty-Four, and Fahrenheit 451 each depict
citizenry. Despite their victimization, the common
dehumanized, repressive societies of mindless spectacle, in
which freedom, especially intellectual freedom, is sacrificed
people-the "savages" or "proles"-are the ultimate
embodiments of all that is human and free.
for stability and 'happiness.' In these managed societies,
books are loathed, feared, and censored. But in Brave New
This view of the etiology of censorship is one
World and Nineteen Eighty-Four the censorship comes from
the top down, while in Fahrenheit 451 it comes from the
rarely questioned in academia. Most academics I've
bottom up .
encountered fervently believe that the greatest threat to
freedom of speech and thought comes from the government,
In Brave New World, censorship is enforced by the
Council of World Controllers through an operant
not from us the people. That's why a membership letter I
received from the ACLUa couple ofyears ago tried to press
conditioning program for infants that instills an
'"insti nctive' hatred of books. " As a result, the genetically
my buttons by focusing exclusively on governmental attacks
on the First Amendment: "President Bush has been in the
engineered and test-tube-hatched citizens are "safe from
very forefront of an unrelenting assault on the Bill of
books ... all their lives." Yet vigilant censorship is still
Rights and the personal liberties it protects. The assault has
needed, for a new idea could always
been so widespread, on so many issues, that every
de-condition the more unsettled minds among the higher
castes-make them lose their faith in happiness as the
American who looks to the Bill of Rights for protection
Sovereign Good an d take to believing, instead, that the goal
must now step forward to preserve it . . . . In fact, the
was somewhere beyo nd , somewhere outside the present
consistent pattern of attacks on personal liberties that
human sphere; that the purpos e of life was not the
George Bush has championed shows that it is up to people
maintenance of well-being, but some intensification and
like you and me to stand up and defend our precious liberties
refining of consciousness, some enlargement of knowledge.
ourselves" (italics in the original).
To the discomfiture of many literary intellectuals,
Which was, the Controller reflected, quite possibly true. But
Fahrenheit 451 advances a startingly different and 'offensive'
not, in the present circumstances, admissible (136).
November 1993
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view of the etiology of censorship. When the novel begins,
of course, the social mechanism for burning books has
been institutionalized for decades. "Monday burn Millay,
Wednesday Whitman, Friday Faulkner, burn 'em to ashes,
then burn the ashes." But Beatty, the fire chief, explains
that censorship was not imposed by an oligarchy on an
unwilling populace of victimized citizens, but was the Will
of the People. As the population grew, he explains, the
people fractured into more and more sub-groups or
"minorities," each jealously guarding its own special
interest and demanding an insult-free existence. As a
result, writers, TV producers, textbook committees, filmmakers, teachers all began to walk on eggs, to censor
themselves and to offer only innocuous material:

the "small tide" of misfits who want to make "eve ryo ne
unhappy with conflicting theory and thought." The
redoubtable fire chief urges the wavering Montag to hold
firm: "We have our fingers in the dike. Hold steady. Don't
let the torrent of melancholy and drear philosophy drown
our world. We depend on you. I don't think you realize
how important you are, we are, to our happy world as it
stands now" (62).
Unlike both Brave New World and Nineteen EightFour, Farhenheit 451 does not attribute the origin of
censorship to a sinister elite of power-mad corporate
managers or party fanatics who impose their nefarious will
on the common people, but to the common people
themselves:

Don't step on the toes of the dog lovers, the cat lovers, doctors,
laywers, merchants, chiefs, Mormons, Baptists, Unitarians,
second-generation Chinese, Swedes, Italians, Germans, Texans,
Brooklynites, Irishmen , people from Oregon or Mexico.

There you have it, Montag. It didn't come from the
Government clown. There was no dictum, no declaration, no
censorship, to start with, no! Technology, mass exploitation,
and minority pressure carried the trick, thank God. Today,

All the minor minorities with their navels to be kept clean.
Authors, full of evil thoughts, lock up your typewriters. They
did. Magazines became a nice blend of vanilla tapioca. Books,
so the damned snobbish critics said, were dishwater. No wonder
books stopped selling, the critics said. But the public, knowing
what it wanted, spinning happily, let the comic books survive.
And the three-dimensional sex magazines, of course (57-8).

The people got what they demanded: a happy, fun culture
in which nobody would have their acutely sensitive feelings
offended by an uncongenial idea or word:
You must understand that our civilization is so vast that we can't
have our minorities upset and stirred. Ask yourself, What do we
want in this country, above all? People want to be happy, isn't
that right? Haven't you heard it all your life? I want to be
happy, people say. Well, aren't they? Don't we keep them
moving, don't we give them fun? (59)

To make sure that everybody stays happy and content, any
book that might upset any member of any ethnic, racial, or
ideological group must be incinerated:
Colored people don't like Little Black Sarnbo. Burn it. White
people don't feel good about Uncle Torn's Cabin. Burn it.
Someone's written a book on tobacco and cancer of the lungs?
The cigarette people are weeping? Burn the book. Serenity,

thanks to them, you can stay happy all the time , you are
allowed to read comics, the good old confessions, or trade
journals" (58).

In this novel, censorship is what the people want.
They do not resist it but give the Happyness Boys their
almost unanimous support, eagerly turning in anyone with
a book. Actually, the firemen are rarely necessary, for the
people themselves engage in the most effective of all forms
of censorship-the unwillingness to read: "The public itself
stopped reading of its own accord" (87), Beatty explains.
Whether the First Amendment is shredded by contending
and jealous racial, ethnic, ideological groups, or made
otiose by a dumbed-down populace, the real enemy of
freedom in Fahrenheit 451 is not some centralized authority
but ourselves.
The biologist Garrett Hardin would describe the
assault on freedom depicted in Fahrenheit 451 as a "tragedy
of the commons." Such a tragedy occurs when individuals,
behaving logically, exploit for their personal gain a shared
environment, only to find that the cumulative and longterm effect of their behavior is ruination of the common
stock. Each act of censorship, however insignificant or
innocuous it appears to the perpetrator, reduces the
common stock of freedom available to everyone.
Eventually, people even lose their freedom to censor,
which can always be done more effectively by a centralized
authority.

Montag. Peace, Montag (59).

Do the people hate and resist the Firemen? Hardly. As
Beatty points out with pride, the people call the Firemen
Happiness Boys. The book-burning firemen stand against
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As one can imagine , Bradbury's warning that
people are willing to sacrifice their own freedom to read to
be safe from insensitive affronts is not likely to sit well with
liberal academics, who assume-with Orwell and Huxley-
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that freedom's last and best hope lay with the hallowed
down-trodden masses. Surprisingly, only one scholar has
confronted the novel's depiction of censorship-the
radical critic Jack Zipes, in an article, "Mass Degradation of
Humanity and Massive Contradictions in Bradbury's Vision
of America in Fahrenheit 451," in No Place Else: Explorations in
Utopian and Dystopian Fiction. (Ed. Erick Rabkin, et. a!.,
Southern Illinois University Press, 1983). Not surprisingly,
he argues that Bradbury's depiction of censorship is
wrongheaded and politically incorrect-a view, I suspect,
shared by many others who have not written about the
novel
At one or two points in his article, Zipes tries hard
to find a liberal tenor to the book's treatment of
censorship. He argues, for example, that since the novel
was written in the 1950s, the firemen must symbolize
McCarthyism, the FBI and CIA, and the "conservative
United States government" (184). From there Zipes goes
on to assume that Bradbury's intent is to castigate
conservative oppression of liberal points of view, likening
the censorship in the novel to the "censorship of books
which dealt with socialism, eroticism, and sexuality in the
early 1950s" (184). The only problem with this argument is
that the writers whose works are burned in Fahrenheit 451
are not Karl Marx, Alfred Kinsey, or the Marquis de Sade
(none of whom are mentioned), but the good old DWEMs
of the Western canon, including the inveterate opponent
of the "masses," Ortega y Gasset (150). No wonder Zipes
finally gives up this line of argument and accuses Bradbury
of harboring "quasi-elitist notions -of culture in Fahrenheit
451" (190).
Indeed, the conflict in Fahrenheit 451, Zipes
argues, is not really between "the individual" and "the
state," as it should be in a dystopia (according to the laws
laid down by Robert Scholes and Eric Rabkin), but between
"the intellectual" and "the masses" (191). In essence,
Bradbury's 'storycrime' (as O'Brien might have put it) was
not to blame government for censorship but to "shift the
blame" to "the people, i.e., the masses, [who have] brought
this upon themselves and almost deserve to be blown up so
that a new breed of book-lovers may begin to populate the
world" (191). What Zipes is upset about, and what bothers
other academics as well I suspect, is that Bradbury's novel
exonerates "the state and private industry from crimes
against humanity and places the blame for destructive
tendencies in American society on the masses of people
who allegedly want to consume and lead lives of leisure
dependent on machine technology" (191). As far as Zipes
is concerned, Bradbury has "an inaccurate notion of what
led the 'bad old' society to become fascist and militaristic"
(196; italics added). The novelist's illiberal, elitist notion
November 1993

that the "masses" themselves will subvert their own freedom
is "false," "distorted" and "regressive"-in short, politically
incorrect.
Zipes, of course, got it wrong. Bradbury's "false"
and "distorted" depiction of the etiology of censorship has
more credibility and relevance now than it did forty years
ago, a fact that shouldn't be overlooked during this
anniversary year. During the anniversary year of the
document that sanctions our freedom to read and speak, a
number of newspaper articles nervously reassured us that
the "Bill of Rights has not been scuttled," that "200 years
later, Bill of Rights remains very much a part of life," that
our "Nation [is] safe in the Bill of Rights' embrace." But
now that the smoke from such rhetorical fireworks has
cleared, we can see that freedom of speech and press is
being whittled away on a daily basis, not just by Big Bad
Government but by a 'rainbow coalition' of ethnic, racial,
and political 'minorities' contending with each other for
turf in the culture and campus wars and each hell-bent on
suppressing any form of expression that gives them the
slightest offense. Freedom of speech is such a difficult ideal
to accept because it requires us to go against our own, and
even ourselves.
In the current cultural climate, just about anything
that is said, written, performed, displayed or published will
offend someone-now excuse enough to suppress it. A
satiric cartoon portraying politicians as fat, greedy
hedonists was not attacked by the politicians it defamed but
by a gallery visitor-a 'woman of size' as sensitive phrasing
puts it-who was offended by greed being equated with
fatness. The gallery took down the painting, denying this
was censorship. Show Boat was recently attacked because
some Afro-American groups found demeaning its
sympathetic and honest portrayal of blacks in the age of
steamboats as poor and oppressed. A student who called
inconsiderate students "water buffalo" was deemed to have
offended racial harassment codes. A professor who invited
racists to address his class on tolerance and intolerance was
attacked by administrators, colleagues, and students (not
the ones in his class) for tolerating racist and insensitive
speech, apparently something not to be tolerated from a
professor who teaches about tolerance. The founding
editor of Peace Magazine, Metta Spencer, attacked the
Toronto Globe and Mail for publishing a book review that
contained a description of self-mutilation, arguing that
printing "the details of this violence ... should be made a
punishable act." Huckleberry•Finn (Little Black Sambo has long
ago gone down the memory hole) was removed from highschool reading lists for being "morally insensitive,"
"degrading," and "destructive to black humanity." As one
high-school administrator put it, ''There's simply no reason
to use books that offend minorities if other books may be
used instead."
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This assault on freedom in the name of sensitivity
has been going on for decades. When Shockley was invited
to talk at Yale in 1974, a student wrote that he was
"dismayed" by this "lack of sensitivity to others." The
"feelings and dignity" of students should not be "sacrificed"
"on the altars of freedom of speech and academic
freedom." Bradbury was right-people themselves will
whittle away their own freedoms until all that is left is
tinder for firemen. For more examples of censorship in the
name of sensitivity, consult Nat Hentoffs Free Speech for
Me-But Not for Thee ( 1992) 1 and my essay entitled "Illiberal
Liberties with the First Amendment" (Montana English
journal, No. 2, 1992).
Perhaps even more alarming than these ad hoc
instances of suppression is the vigorous theoretical assault
against First Amendment coming from some 'cutting-edge'
intellectuals. I'm thinking, for instance, of Stanley Fish and
his notorious and thought-provoking essay "There's No
Such Thing as Free Speech, and It's a Good Thing, Too."
To create a compassionate community, campus leaders
across the nation have pushed for speech codes to suppress
anything that a self-defined 'victim' deems 'insensitive,'
'offensive,' 'harassing,' 'stigmatizing' or politically
repugnant. Law professors have facilitated this attack on
constitutionally protected speech by contending that
freedom of speech has been unjustly 'privileged' over other
and more important rights, such as the right to be
unoffended. A law professor from the University of
Oregon , for example, has argued that "Our Fixation on
Rights is Dysfunctional and Deranged," especially our
fixation on First-Amendment rights. This point of view has
also been advanced by LeRoy Martin, police
superintendent of Chicago, who argued that "we need to
take a look at [the Constitution] and, maybe from time to
time, we should curtail some of those rights .... "As Judge
Learned Hand explained, "liberty lies in the hearts of men
and women; when it dies there, no constitution, no law, no
court can save it." If we don't watch out, the government
may heed our braying against freedom, as it did in
Fahrenheit 451.
In the alchemy of our souls, almost all noble
attributes-courage, hope, love, faith, beauty, loyalty-can
be transmuted into ruthlessness. As Lionel Trilling warned,
"we must be aware of the dangers which lie in our most
generous wishes." It is hard to believe that a virtue as
exalted as compassion-as tenderness of heart-can be
carried too far, but it can. As John Sparrow wrote in Too
Much of a Good Thing, "it is difficult to see how any ...
civilized societx could survive if the doctrines of pure
humanitarianisljl were consistently applied .... A man who
cannot face the fact of suffering cannot meet his
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responsibilities as a member of society" (27). Too much
compassion leads not only to paralysis but also to coercion.
Life is rough and it requires us to be thick-skinned and
desensitized to the many cultural allergens around us.
Alarmed by the attacks on free thought in the name of
"sensitivity," Jonathan Rauch, in his aptly entitled book
Kindly Inquisitors ( 1993), reminds compassionate
professors, students and administrators that freedom of
speech compels us to go against our natures, to hear
unpleasant and even hateful things, to tolerate unpleasant
and even hateful people.
We would like to think that knowledge could be
separated from hurt. We would all like to think that painful
but useful and thus 'legitimate' criticism is objectively
distinguishable from criticism which is merely ugly and
hurtful. Surely criticism is one thing, and "Hitler should
have finished the job" is another. But what we would like to
think is not so: the only such distinction is in the eye of the
beholder. The fact is that even the most "scientific"
criticism can be horribly hurtful, devastatingly so. In the
pursuit of knowledge many people-probably most of us at
one time or another-will be hurt, and this is a reality
which no amount of wishing or regulating can ever change.
It is not good to offend people, but it is necessary. A nooffense society is a no-knowledge society.
Leo Botstein, the artistic and sensitive president of
Bard College, has recently said that cultural debate is now
so rowdy and debased that "the only honest way to deal
with it is to remain silent." But we must never abandon our
right to debate. Bradbury knew where that would lead. As
his jobless English Professor, Faber, explains:
Montag, you are looking at a coward. I saw the way things were
going, a long time back. I said nothing. I'm one of the
innocents who could have spoken up and out when no one
would listen to the 'guilty,' but I did not speak and thus became
guilty myself. And when finally they set the structure to burn
the books , using the firemen, I grunted a few times and
subsided, for there were no others grunting or yelling with me,
by then. Now it's too late (82) .

It is time, I believe, for English professors, and
others, to confront Fahrenheit 451's offensive and prescient
message: that freedom will be incinerated in the name of
happiness and sensitivity, and that we ourselves will direct
the flame.O
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MAKING SENSE
James Robert Peters

Thomas V. Morris, Making Sense of It All: Pascal and the
Meaning of Life. Grand Rapids: William Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1992. x + 214 pages.

T homas Morris proposes in his engaging book
Making Sense of It All, "to explore with Pascal those most
important questions for getting our bearings" (2) on the
meaning of life. Morris' study is at once humorous and
deeply serious. In guiding his readers through such thorny
issues as the relationship of faith and reason, the
hiddenness of God, and the strikingly paradoxical nature
of human beings, Morris gathers together in a very
readable manner the reflections and musings of such
diverse figures as T. S. Eliot, David Hume, St. Athanasius,
Woody Allen, and C. S. Lewis. Yet clearly evident
throughout these often amusing intellectual forays is an
underlying spiritual earnestness and philosophical rigor.
A'though Morris confesses that the book is not about
Pascal per se, he leaves us without any doubt that as we
examine the various aspects of the problem of what human
life really means, we are following in the footsteps of the
17th century genius Blaise Pascal. In essence, what Morris
seeks to do in this work is resurrect Pascal for an age in
crisis, for an age that has witnessed the remarkable collapse

James Peters teaches in the Department of Philosophy p.t
University of the South. Among other duties there, he represents his
institution in the network of church-related colleges and
universities associated with the Lilly Felows Program in
Humanities and the Arts. This is his first appearance in The
Cresset.
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of the Enlightenment, of the Soviet Empire, and,
regrettably, of any widespread, solid belief in the Christian
God.
In an effort to make his case for the
reasonableness of Christian faith, Morris has, I believe,
wisely chosen Pascal as his protagonist. Through Morris'
ability to render the profound accessible, Pascal's
reflections on the plight of man and our need for
redemption are shown to be relevant to our post-modern
age. In Morris' presentation of Pascal, we encounter a
prophetic voice proclaiming a message which so many
modern philosophers failed to understand: human beings
cannot live by reason alone. For post-modern readers
today who are familiar with the ever-growing ranks of antimetaphysicians, deconstructionists, and anti-realists,
Pascal's attack on the modern idol of autonomous,
sovereign reason has the power to recall us to sanity. For
unlike many post-modern figures today who reject not only
the modern ideal of autonomous reason, but the entire
traditional philosophical and religious quest for a
metaphysical source of meaning, Pascal insists that our
recognition of reason's limits-in particular of reason's
dependence on the heart-should convince us of our
need, both as individuals and as communities, for grace.
In a most worthwhile endeavor, Morris offers us a
compelling alternative in Pascalian terms, to the Scylla of
modern rationalism, on the one hand, and the Charybdis
of post-modern, communitarian narcissism, on the other.
Morris is to be congratulated for putting before us, in a
prose unencumbered by jargon or pretentious neologisms,
a rigorous and appealing Pascalian vision of life uniting
reason and the heart. As Morris unabashedly contends, the
ultimate source of this unity, for Pascal, is not some
abstract, theoretical God of the philosophers (or
theologians!), but the living Christ (212).
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Morris' Pascalian inquiry begins in chapter I by
likening the problem of human existence to that of waking
up one day alone and lost in the depths of a vast forest. It
is a symptom, a Pascalian might say, of both the weakness
and greatness of being human that we can realize that we
do not really know who we are or why we exist. If such
indeed is our plight, notes Morris, then it would be folly for
us to be indifferent to someone who comes along with
solution that seems to make sense of our condition. Such a
person, we read, is Blaise Pascal. What follows in chapter I
is a brief but informative biography of Pascal's life,
chronicling his early signs of genius, his stunning
mathematical and scientific accomplistlments, his struggles
with Jansen ism, and his resolve to compose a defense of the
Christian faith which remained unfinished at his untimely
death.
I n the following two chapters, Morris does the
reader the important service of illuminating the
fundamental problems Pascal seeks to address in his
Pensees. As Morris carefully shows, Pascal conceives of the
Pensees as much as a form of therapy as a series of
arguments. The problem with many modern intellectuals,
Pascal believes, is that they lull themselves into an attitude
of indifference about the ultimate meaning of human life.
In order to engage such readers, Pascal cannot simply set
forth a series of propositions. Rather he must first awaken
them out of their indolence. To attain this transformation
of the heart, Pascal uses shocks and disturbs his readers
with such metaphors as the room of chained prisoners
awaiting their death sentences to describe the human
condition.
The need to transform the heart to prepare it for
the message of Christian grace is further clarified in
Morris' analysis of "diversion" in chapter III. Pascal is
keenly aware not only of our modern indifference to issues
of ultimate meaning but of the power of our various
human practices and entertainments to divert our
attention away from those spiritual concerns and problems
from which we suffer. Again, we see Pascal's subtle
appreciation of the interrelationship of thought and
action. According to Pascal, our ingrained habits of living
can often become obstacles to a serious confrontation with
what life is all about. As Morris carefully observes, it is with
the intention of helping us overcome this complacency
that Pascal seeks to show the emptiness of those lives
devoted solely to external or temporal goods. It is not the
case that Pascal rejects everyday life and its pleasures;
Morris notes that Pascal has certainly appeared to some of
his readers-(a classic example would be David Hume in
his "A Dialogue")-to affirm an ascetic, spiritual life, one
totally divorced from physical and intellectual pleasures.
But portraying Pascal in such negative terms overlooks
12

Pascal's fundamental vision of human life as hierarchically
ordered in terms of body, mind and spirit. The good life,
for Pascal, requires fulfilling the basic needs definitive of
each of these orders. It is not that a flourishing spiritual
life demands the total negation of the lower orders; rather,
it is that a life lived on either or both of the lower levels
alone cannot satisfy the human heart. Pascal's apparent
hostility to carnal pleasures or to the systems of rationalist
philosophers is, when put in this perspective, far from the
ravings of an otherworldly fanatic. Pascal attacks these ways
of life, argues Morris, to show us how they cannot on their
own lead to human fulfillment. Here, I think, Morris has
corrected an unfortunate but common misreading of
Pascal. Like Augustine , Pascal believes that human
wholeness requires more than our muscles and minds
alone can achieve. It is because Pascal is convinced of our
need for grace, and appreciates so well how our habits and
emotions affect our beliefs, that he at times so vehemently
denounces physical and intellectual accomplishments as
empty and vain. If these ways of life can, and often do,
divert our attention away from our need for God, then it
makes good sense to attack them in order to help us see
what we are lacking.
The first three chapters of Morris' book are
indispensable for assessing Pascal's entire apologetic
project. Put simply, we cannot appreciate or fairly assess
Pascal's defense of faith until we see how Pascal's analysis
of human indifference and diversion functions in hi s
diagnosis of the human condition.
Because Pascal
recognizes the pervasive tendency in all of us, especially
proud "intellectuals," to cover up our deepest concerns
and fears, he must write in such a way as to shock, disturb
and awaken us out of our existential lethargy. The purpose
of Pascal's work is thus a therapeutic one of helping us
recognize and overcome those vices by which we deceive
ourselves into a state of religious indifference and
conformity. Only through such an initial transformation of
our moral character can Pascal then lead us to a serious
encounter with the person of Christ. Throughout his text,
Morris emphasizes this crucial point that we can hardly
appreciate Pascal's account of the proper cure for what ails
us if we fail to comprehend what, in Pascal's mind , that
ailment really is.
Another of the notable merits of Morris' treatment
of Pascal, evident throughout the subsequent eight
chapters of his work, is his appreciation of Pascal's subtle
ambivalence about human reason. Unlike some scholars,
such as Richard Popkin, who has recently described Pascal
as "basically antiphilosophical and irrational" (Pas cal:
Selections. New York: Macmillan, 1989, 16), Morris clearly
appreciates Pascal's subtle attitude of cautionary respect
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toward reason. In chapters 6 through 9, Morris reveals in
depth how Pascal recommends Christian faith not as a
blind leap contrary to reason , but as a way of life that
promises true fulfillment and makes coherent sense of the
paradoxical state of human existence. Far from endorsing
an irrationalist position, Pascal contends that the dual
Christian message both of our selfish denial of God and of
the grace made available to us on the cross offers to us a
most intelligible solution to the problem of our dual
nature; far from being irrational, then, Christian faith is
eminently rational precisely in its power to illuminate our
human condition and provide a real path for human
wholeness.
And yet, as Morris repeatedly shows, for Pascal,
human reason on its own is inadequate for guiding us
through human life. In an elegantly written chapter
entitled "Skepticism, Proof and the Good Life," Morris
supplies what numerous discussions of Pascal lack, namely
a balanced interpretation of Pascal's skepticism regarding
human reason. According to Morris, the real intent of
Pascal's skepticism is not to reject reason but to oppose
those who fail to recognize that reason alone cannot guide
us through human life. In order to show the dependence
of reason on the "heart," Pascal observes tha t in order to
engage in any process of reasoning, one must presuppose
as reliable not only specific first principles which are not
self-evident but memory and reason itself. Pascal's insight,
as Morris puts it, is that human reasoners have no noncircular method for justifying the belief that our memory is
sometimes reliable or the belief that our reason is
trustworthy, at times, for leading us to what is true. Thus,
in order to reason, we must rely on a set of "framework
convictions" which reason can neither "guarantee or even
certify" (81). Pascal finds, as a result of reason's inability to
justify its own activity, that reason must rely on first
principles which we hold, not by any rational inference, but
by an intuition of the heart. So Pascal declares against his
Cartesian contemporaries that "the heart has its reasons of
which reason knows nothing" (Fr. 423). The crux of the
argument is that even in everyday life , reason is limited;
without the intuitions of the heart, reason becomes
impotent.
Morris develops Pascal's conception of the interdependence of reason and the heart in a fascinating sixth
chapter on the hiddenness of God. Both skeptics and
believers, observes Morris, have posed the question of how
a loving creator could place us in a universe where His own
existence seems so open to doubt. Would not a loving God
make his existence so clear and evident to us that we could
not remain in doubt and live in alienation from our true
good? Put negatively, isn't the ambiguity of God's
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existence in our lives and in nature a strong reason for
concluding that there is no God? Having clarified the
importance of the phenomenon of God's hiddenness,
Morris proceeds to reject certain classic theistic
explanations for it. Apologetic strategies appealing to
certain aspects of God's character, such as His
incorporeality, transcendence, or omnipresence, argues
Morris, fail to address the crucial problem: they offer no
convincing reason why a loving God would not just give us
the kind of knowledge we ultimately need for our
happiness. Pascal's strategy, in contrast, directly confronts
this problem. Pascal's solution, not surprisingly, turns on
his theory of reason's dependence on the heart.
Basically, Pascal argues that God does not reveal
Himself to all persons because knowledge of God's
existence would not prove beneficial for everyone. Only
those who possess humility and earnestly seek for God, only
those who believe that human life without God is
incomplete and ultimately unhappy, can benefit from an
experience of God's presence. God does not reveal
Himself unequivocally because as Pascal remarks, "God
wishes to move the will rather than the mind. Perfect
clarity would help the mind and harm the will" (Fr. 234).
It is not the case for Pascal, argues Morris, that God
demands blind faith. Rather, it is Pascal's view that a
person must have the appropriate desire to seek God and
the proper humility in believing that he or she needs God,
to attain real understanding of God. God remains hidden
then to both to respect our freedom and to help us
become the sort of persons who can come to know God.
Since the kind of understanding at issue here involves the
heart, we should not find it odd that our hearts must be
formed in the proper way before such understanding can
be acquired. Summing up Pascal's case, Morris remarks:
"The obscurity that surrounds ultimate issues in this world
conduces us to our realization that we lack complete selfsufficiency. It provides for the dawning of a proper
personal humility. In particular, our ignorance of the
answers to our most ultimate questions goads us, if we are
rational, into seeking truth with all our energies" (102).
In the final two chapters of his book, Morris
concentrates on the role of the heart in the life of faith .
AJthough Pascal holds that the Christian faith is profoundly
reasonable, in the respect that it makes coherent sense of
our lives, he insists that reason alone cannot bring about
faith. "Faith," says Morris, "is not a deliverance of reason .
It is a matter of the heart" (189). Faith is more than just
the conclusion of an argument because it involves on the
deepest level a loving assent to God. Faith, adds Morris, is
not just a way of thinking but a form of life that involves
our thoughts, desires and emotions. If faith serves then as
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an ultimate first principle for human life, it is not
surprising that we cannot validate it beyond any reasonable
doubt. Yet Morris' careful analysis of such difficult
concepts as faith, reason, and the heart prevents us from
concluding that for Pascal faith is contrary to reason or in
any sense irrational. Having skillfully portrayed Pascal's
complex conception of faith and reason, Morris closes his
work with an elegant summary of Pascal's project: "It is
only by the grace of God that faith, reason and the
meaning of life can finally come together in mutual
fulfillment. This is a powerful vision for human existence,
and it is one well worth our greatest attention" (212).

All in all, Morris has written a lucid and engaging
work on a topic of highest significance. I have thus far
attempted to review its content and call attention to some
of its distinctive virtues. But a philosophical investigation
of human existence through the eyes of Pascal would seem
to betray its teacher if it exhibited only strengths and no
weaknesses. There is one place, in particular, where I find
Morris' analysis to be relatively weak- in comparison, that
is, to a work which overall is extremely well crafted. The
problem lies with Morris' treatment in chapter 4 of the
problem of the meaning of human life. Morris opens this
chapter by describing how Tolstoy at the height of popular
acclaim found himself in despair, uncertain of how life
itself could have any purpose. Tolstoy's struggle illustrates
that the problem here is not with the value of any one
particular part of life but with the whole of life itself.
Tolstoy ponders whether human life, taken as a whole, has
any meaning to it; if there is no point to life itself, then are
not all of our actions and accomplishments ultimately
insignificant? In response to this most pressing question,
Morris hopes to persuade us that one popular modern
approach, the so-called "Do It Yourself Approach" is
inadequate . Basically, the strategy of the "Do It
Yourselfers" is to propose that we all take on as our
individual responsibility endowing our lives with whatever
meaning seems to work for us. The meaning of human life
is not an objective truth to be discovered, but a potential to
be realized, so to speak, through our own existential acts of
self-creation. Morris argues against this "Nietzschean"
solution, on the grounds that we are just too little in
control of our lives to be able to endow life itself with
whatever meaning we affirm.
Morris' argument turns on two interrelated theses;
the first, the "Endowment Thesis," states "Something has
meaning if and only if it is endowed with meaning or
significance by a purposive agent or group of such agents"
(56). Morris' second thesis, what he terms the "Control
Thesis," asserts that "We can endow with meaning only
those things over which we have requisite control" (59).
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Morris defends both theses by reference to human
language. First, he observes that in and of themselves the
marks and scribbles spread out over a written page have no
intelligible meaning; human words have meaning only
because we assign meanings to them through social
conventions. Words in a given language, then, have
meaning only by being given meaning; without the
purposive , conventional intentions of human speakers,
linguistic symbols would be void of meaning.
Extrapolating from the phenomenon of human language,
Morris concludes that no thing can have intrinsic meaning
apart from the certain intentional acts which convey or
endow meaning.
Morris's defense of his second thesis is based as
well on the nature of human language. Even native
speakers, notes Morris, cannot simply decide here and now
that the words of the French language will take on a new
meaning for those who use it. A single individual cannot
do so because he or she simply lacks the requisite control
over any such social linguistic institution . Likewise, I
cannot simply decide to endow with meaning someone
else's actions or another person's entire life, since those
actions and that life do not fall within the sphere of my
own control. I could, of course, choose to think about
another person's life in a particular way, though
undoubtedly even my own beliefs are not fully within my
control. Yet how I choose to think of another person-say
as a terrible villain-does not effectively give that life itself
any such significance, since I can only bestow meaning on
those things over which I have the requisite control.
O n the basis of these two propositions, Morris
proceeds to undermine the "Do It Yourself" position.
Clearly, he points out, just as we lack control over others'
lives, we lack, in profound respects, control over our own.
We cannot choose our parents, our time of birth, our
mortality, and many of the factors around us that shape
our character. Since we so significantly lack control over so
much of what and who we are, we are in no position simply
to assign our lives some overall meaning. Our dilemma as
finite human beings is thus either that human life has no
meaning at all or that human life derives its meaning from
some higher being.
I find Morris' argument here to be attractive and
clever, but uncompelling. Two problems present
themselves. First, I doubt that the phenomenon of human
language instantiates a universal principle of meaning.
Morris seems to be on solid ground in his analysis of
linguistic meaning. The building b locks of human
language-our letters, syllables, words, and sentences-do
not have meaning in any timeless, intrinsic sense; linguistic
meaning must, as Morris insists, originate in the purposive
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intentions of conscious beings. But is all meaning similarly
dependent upon such intentionality? It is not at all clear to
me that Morris' Endowment Thesis is universally valid. If
by the "meaning" of human life, we mean its ultimate
value, worth, or goodness, as it seems to me we do, why is
this meaning dependent necessarily on some intentional
endowment? I do not think that Morris, acquainted as he
is with Anselmian and Thomistic accounts of goodness,
would really want to say that all goodness derives from
some purposive intention. Is not God perfectly good in
both a moral sense and a metaphysical sense? God's moral
goodness might be said to be a matter of possessing a
character without any moral defect. God's metaphysical
goodness lies in God's nature as the supremely perfect
being. It seems highly suspect to me to say within such a
theological universe-or, for that matter even an
Aristotelian one-that God's meaning is somehow a result
of intentional endowment. Assuming that God's own
existence is meaningful, does God endow his own being
with meaning? Is the act of such bestowal itself
meaningless, then, unless it is either preceded by a prior
act or somehow is self-endowing? The basic problem here,
I think, lies with the Endowment Thesis itself. This thesis
does indeed have validity in the realm of language as we
know it. But the question of the meaning of human life
itself is one of ultimate value or goodness. Surely Morris
does not intend to say that all goodness is a sort of product
of intentional acts of bestowal. But then it is entirely
unclear why the issue of the ultimate value of human life
falls under the jurisdiction of the Endowment Thesis.
Although I do not find Morris' use of the
Endowment Thesis to be helpful in this context, I also do
not think that his basic argument needs it. Consider,
especially, what seems to underlie the struggles of those
who, like Tolstoy, seek some meaning for life as a whole.
The problem Tolstoy suffers over is whether life for mortal
creatures really has any value or worth, given that the
whole human race seems destined for eternal oblivion. I
think that Morris is correct to characterize our human
condition in terms of our lacking a great deal of control
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over our destinies-all of our narratives appear to end in
the same way with our sincerest struggles and deepest
relationships eroding into nothingness. What Tolstoy finds
unbearable is the thought that this universal human
conclusion renders pointless all the actions which
preceded it. All the world's a stage, in other words, but
there is no one out there watching. I thus totally agree
with Morris that central to the problem of human existence
is our lack of autonomy or self-sufficiency.
Rather than employ the "Endowment Thesis," I
think that Morris could have formulated his argument in
terms of our fundamental need to love others. What
disturbs many thoughtful persons, including Pascal, is that
death does pose a serious nihilistic threat to our lives. This
threat is only intensified if we believe that the most
worthwhile aspect of our lives involves our loving
relationships to other human beings. If only mothers,
fathers, wives, husbands, sisters, brothers, children and
friends relieve our lives of empty self absorption, is not
death finally the tragic nullification of our wholeness? The
fact, as Heidegger notes, that we all die alone, is not the
occasion for affirming our authenticity but for seeing the
annihilation of what really matters to us. Thus I think that
Morris' case against the "Do It Yourself Approach" is
potentially decisive. The case turns not on any
"Endowment Thesis," but on our tragic lack of control over
the endings of all our earthly narratives. Reflecting on the
supreme importance in our lives of loving relationships
and the apparent power of death to undo them, leads us
with Morris to see why human life requires God's help.
This conclusion is, not surprisingly, just where Morris
leaves us at the end of his chapter: "The need to
understand the meaning of life naturally leads to a search
for God. The existence of God is thus no merely
theoretical issue. It is an issue of the most ultimate
personal importance" (62). While I agree with Morris'
deeply Pascalian conclusion, I find his supporting case not
wholly satisfactory. With so much to affirm in this book,
however, such a criticism is more a respectful aside than a
serious refutation. 0
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The Fight
I like your cutting at me with a wooden sword
and boasting, "I'm big now, Mom. I can beat Dad!"

With one hand I could raise you in the air,
and break your sword with the other hand.
Or I could pull off your pants and spank you
till you cry and surrender, begging,
"No more. You won. I won't do it again!"
Or my hands could slip under your shirt,
tickle you till you laugh and cough
and collapse on the floor, admitting,
"I'm wrong. I'll be a good boy!"
But for your future I am wielding
a one-foot ruler to parry your strokes.
Whenever hit, I cover the wound with my hand
and my wail brings out your hearty laughter.
Every battle you end up the victor.
To grow is to learn how to fight back.
I am your teacher, your rival,
the one doomed to be wrecked.
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Two

Poems
Blessing
I plan to ask an old man for his blessing
at the church where I heard him preaching.
I'm going to tell him:
After many nights' tossing in bed
I have chosen a way of living,
that is, to earn my bread with my pen.
I want to ask the old man for his blessing:
Please bless me and my family.
My wife and children are willing
to go with me to a hazy place.
They know I'm after something
that has led men and women
to fight shadows in a maze.
Oh please bless me, my wife
and my children.

by

Ha
Jin

I wait for the old man and his blessing.
At the church I pray for his arrival.
By luck and diligence
I may be worthy of his grace,
making words dance and prance on the page.
I wait and wait and wait,
but no one has come.
Only the wind is blowing! bless myself with leaves swirling.
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IN THE BORDERLANDS
William H. Wisner

The great, sacred river cuts a line across the belly
of the sleeping land. There are no lizards, no birds, no
brown vipers, only the loud buzz of a blue-bottle fly
echoing the heat of heaven as the branches of mesquite
tear at my black jeans. I have forgotten my water bottle. It
is 113 degrees. This is a desert as intense as the sand flats
of Sinai, a place where monks, racked by some endless
guilt, could see the smiling Virgin dance out of the silver
heat haze.
I come down the crumbling bank to the Rio
Grande. I am not foolish enough to drink of these waters
where somebody surely once sat down and wept, as if
betrayed by God, as if high heaven itself had shut upon
their cry-the infinite cry of the wetbacks, the olvidados,
who stumble, dripping and cursing, up the bank; the
Forgotten Ones, like me (I think), like anyone foo lish
enough to have ended his long line of individual sequence
at such a place, in such a heat.
Behind me there lay numerous farewells. Then
there had been an unexpected death. It was not really that
I felt grief. No, some terrible terminal anger brought me
here. Every gringo who ends up on the Border, on this
long southern edge of America, has a similar story. Some
wreckage, some failure lies behind us. It is why we come,
and stay. The Border is a terminus, not just of the United
States, but maybe of hope or love or despair of the
absconded God. Whatever draws us here-in the infinite
multiplication of human motives-in time we come to
covet the Border and its strange suspensions as our last
home. Some choose to learn Border Spanish, or pick up
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bits and pieces, like me-enough to order queso con rajas in
a restaurant, with a cebolla asada, expertly drinking Tecate
or Bohemia cervezas with a lime wedge and salt.
For Anglos, as I say, the border will either kill you
or convert you: you will either flee for your life within a
year or stay forever. It's the spiritual isolation and
displacement, the impact of an alien culture. If, up north,
in your first life, you drank a little, here you will drink a lot.
If you smoke, like me, here you will double your pack, or
take a shine to the raw Delgados ovals-less than a dollar,
American, across the river in Nuevo Laredo. If the flesh
intrigued you up there, sooner or later you'll visit the zona
rosa, "across" as we say, and give your heart away for a giddy
hour to a girl of fifteen or sixteen-the kind (admit it) you
always wanted-slim, willing, already full-breasted, her
brown almond eyes lost in a tangle of black curls. You will
be more alive with her than you've ever been, because the
women here know their power and confer it on you, and
laugh at the flat-chested American women, comically
throttled by feminism and unacknowledged discontent.
Here all the elements of being a man or a woman are
framed with fearful frankness. A man can still be truly
brave here, or truly a coward, and despised. Good and evil
are real again as they are not real in America, except
perhaps in the inner city. Sooner or later, if you're a man
and single, you will surrender to some younger girl whose
one clear duty will be to honor you with children. God
help you if you're an Anglo woman here, and single.
I did not learn Spanish. I liked being surrounded
by an unknown tongue spoken so rapidly I didn't have a
clue into the conversation. I did marry a local girl, and I
did build a home here, and my dear wife will want to give
me a son first. You can't argue political or sexual
correctness on the Border. Things are done a certain way.
Certain assumptions are made and actual choices are few.
If we have a daughter, she'll want to have a quinceaiiera
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when she turns fifteen, a huge party and dance validating
her womanhood-big as a wedding, just as expensive, and
nearly as important.
In the Mexican restaurant where we go, the
manager, Senor Cruz, would think it unseemly if I asked
for the check too soon. Indeed the friendl y waiters, in
their immaculate yuallaberas, would never think to affront
me with the check before I asked for it with a simple "La
cuenta, por Javor." My role as a customer, like the rules of
my marriage, is carved comfortably in stone. I have
ordered the same meal at La Palapa for years, without
variation, even in the lonely years before I met Rosalba. For
years Senor Cruz-with his magnificent sense of
decorum-never said two words to me beyond
acknowledging the cash that concluded my daily debt to
him. He had, I realize now, respectfully allowed me my
isolation, with manly understanding. Once , after I had
lived here for three years, and in a terrific rupture of
convention, Senor Cruz-who is quite capable of English,
though he rarely has need of it-finally asked me, "Excuse
me, sir, where are you from?" I smiled, but suddenly the
loneliness and the death broke me inwardly. "Seattle," I
said simply, and disappeared into the night. A week later,
Senor Cruz, with great embarassment and affection, tapped
me on the shoulder and presented me with six ounces of
my favorite pipe tobacco, bought from the pipe shop in
Mall Del Norte.
If the Anglos-"Gringo" is still pejorative and a
great insult-if the Anglos come to the Border as an end,
for the wetback it is a great beginning. One thing is
certain: We are no longer in America and they are no
longer in Mexico. Resignation in us becomes a giddy
excitement in them. Greed is not too strong a wordgreed for the American dream, which really consists of
material possessions in their disadvantaged estimation.
Democracy does not exist in Mexico, not as we know it.
Law does not exist. Poverty and corruption sleep together
on the same pallet. If you swim across often enough,
eventually you will defeat the U.S. Border Patrol, and their
silly green vans. The olvidados are baptized again and again
until they are reborn in the great Estados Unidos. Interstate
35 begins downtown, and does not rest till Canada.
You can get north by automobile, or you can go in
a rail car arranged by a Coyote-;-a Mexican who specializes
in pumping ilJegal aliens into the United States in box cars,
for a fee of about a thousand dollars. You can Jose your life
doing this. The first year I was here eight men died in a
locked, un-air conditioned box car that got shunted onto a
sideline. It was July. The heat in the car probably climbed
to 180 degrees. One survived, by clawing a hole in the
floorboards, breathing the sweet hot air while his comrades
died thirsty all around him.
I will never be of this place, but I conceptualize the
North, now, as a native would, in the sense of "we" versus
"them." It is a telling shift of perspective, like the British in
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India, who, thinking to change things, thinking to
"improve" a self-sufficient culture, were defeated in this
and themselves seduced by the timeless-by foreign gods,
alien practices, alien customs, more primitive, perhaps, and
therefore more powerful in their insistence. There is a
sense of ritual time-endless, pregnant and absolute. It is
embodied in the land, in the culture (which is never likely
to change, since it is dominant), in the awesome chant of
the Spanish Mass, in Christianity's strange twist here, as it
unites linear with cyclic, native Indian time. The Border is
a vast tidal zone mingling belief with unbelief, simplicity
with complexity, barrio with suburb, Spanish with English,
all in a strange hybrid mix. For natives, the family remains
the absolute atom from which all ensuing cultural
constructions proceed.
And I mean the extended family, which is still
intact. My wife's grandmother dandled all Rosalba's baby
brothers and sisters on her lap. She had great authority
and was profoundly valued and her passing was deeply
mourned. The barrio, though a place of sometimes
meanness and endless violence, is also a great unity,
commanding allegiance through dense networks of family
ties. The southern barrios in Laredo encompass more
meaning and more truth than the suburbs to the north
ever will, and its codes are more sensible. People know
their neighbors in the barrio, because they are quite
probably related to them, and barrio news is traded at the
street corners and on the humming phone lines with
unbelievable rapidity. Family and tribal feuds are
common, and the gangs for disaffected youth merely
perpetuate natural lines of authority and allegiance laid
down in childhood. No, the barrio makes sense; it is the
natural flora of simple people trying to get along in the
face of ferociously intractable disadvantages: the
bewilderment of the English language, of accommodating
to the omnipotence of the North as well as of the South, of
families so large that forward progress, and the possiblities
of education and fulfillment, are almost insuperable
obstacles. Some escape, the majority remain.
There are neighborhoods here which I am
naturally forbidden to enter, along with my comical Honda
Civic. Anglos do not travel there unless under the fantastic
benediction of someone from the neighborhood. Nor is
there normally any reason for an anglo to make such a
transgression. Only the foolish seek a fight that wilJ surely
come,which he cannot win, and which may end badly, with
a blade. In such neighborhoods the Tejano music blares'
loudly, even into the night. Beer is ubiquitous, like the
fajitas and pico de gallo that enhance it. Families, young and
old, mingle in the growing dusk, and a party, a carne nsada,
begins to take shape, unplanned and yet as inevitable as
the heavy summer heat. I know this because I have been
there, under the fretful authority of my young wife, who
drives me south past McPherson Road, turning onto
Springfield, dropping past the Heights, south, south, until
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a right turn on Reynolds Street lands us at her parents'
home. For years, Rosalba would not permit me entrance to
the house, embarrassed by her poverty, despite my wellmeaning protests. But then the unthinkable happened:
her mother Consuelo accepted me, permitting me, when
we visit, to kiss her formally on the cheek, as is the custom
here. After this, Ricaro, her son-in-law, Sylvia's husband-a
good man, a little younger than I, wit~ children ~f
course-would transform our handshake mto a totemic
sign of acceptance, what I call the "barrio shake": the .hand
is shaken and then the fist is opened and the fingertips of
both hands are curled inward and tugged manfully.
Ricardo's handshake was a terrific sign of his growing
trust-deeply honoring to me in my natural desire to share
the esteem of my wife's immense family tree of nine
siblings. I collar a Tecate from the ice chest, as shrieking
neighborhood children dart wildly about, sharing ceroe:-as
with Rosalba's brothers in the vivid twilight Not to dnnk
alcohol would be an affront-not unforgiveable, but
puzzling. With my blue eyes and blonde h~ir an? my
spectacles I must look like an embalmed pengum amidst a
bevy of Texas longhorns. I do not assume from t~e~r
cordiality that I will ever be fully understood, but true It IS
that the rough camaraderie I have with them has become
one of the chief social victories of my life. Rosalba's family
has reached into another language-and all that
symbolizes-to make me feel at home. I retain their good
will so long as I treat their sister decently as a husband, and
do not betray her love-and my sometimes moodiness an?
awkwardness are forgiven so long as I remember that she IS
family. No more need be said-by Luis. or .Armada ~r
Ramiro or Jose-and indeed no more ever IS sa1d. There IS
no need to speak of love here. It is too deep fo~ word~,
beyond the alphabets I traffic in to my cost.. How ht~le th~s
fierce, defiant emotion-and the tide of Its loyalties-Is
known now in the north, where divorce has split the atom
of human meaning into bits. Rosalba's brawling brothers
would be more trustworthy, when trouble comes, than a
dozen PhDs from Cornell-and they would be braver too.
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The barrio is natural, a kind of cosmic order
which is principled but not to be sentimentalized. The
sting of poverty is actual. Unemployment, the scourge of
drug abuse, and ignorance are writ large. People fail one
another and there are many surrenders: to the flesh, to the
bottle, to the knife. But some core of commitment remains
and this is inspiring for the world to the north that is
failing still more precipitously. It is natural to love one's
mother, as sons do here; natural to avenge a brother's
insult with a broken beer bottle; natural to become tipsy at
a cousin's wedding; natural to swell with pride at a
daughter's first communion, or her graduation from h~gh
school. For each of these victories there are answenng
evils, but the context and the scale are human-and the
family finally becomes the vehicle in which one can be
oneself, good and bad together.
What is not natural is the rough beast America to
the north has become: individual particles commingling in
a great impersonal network, where no one kno':s. his
neighbor and everyone is hostage to fear. Where reh~1ous
faith is laughed at or derided, where the culture bamshes
meaning with every giddy step into the newest trend and
then immediately mourns its loss; where the young have no
grandmothers and the grandmothers no young ones to
dignify with stories; where a microwave meal substitutes .for
a kitchen and Nintendo commands more rapt attention
than a parent. It is this warren I have repudiated. It is th.is
society which is hastening to its end, in some apo.c~lypuc
encounter with its own banality. As we enter the twilight of
the death of God, I am stumbling into the river of life. I
cup brimming handfuls from the sacred river and pour
them gratefully down my face and head and neck. Water
stains my shirt-back. The providential fountain cleanses my
face of the sweat and grime of my past defeats. I am
cooled, in my burning. Nor am I alone. At the zero of
vertical time-at the Border of death, which is every
moment-! found the meaning of her. 0
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Family Films
Fredrick Barton

Led by Steven Spielberg's Jurassic
Park, which became the second highest grossing motion picture in history,
the summer of 1993 saw the nation's
movie houses set an all time record for
box office receipts . The successes
included Cliffoanger, The Finn, Sleepless
in Seattle, In the Line of Fire and The
Fugitive. The failures included Sliver,
Made in America, and Last Action Hero,
the last of which managed to lose
money even though it sold more than
$50 million worth of tickets.
What stands out most to me
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about this immediate summer past is
how well the industry did without successfully catering to its usual summertime family audience. jurassic Park and
Last Action Hero both featured children
among their central players. But both
were rated PG 13 and both were far
too intense for youngsters. Spielberg
may have made a ton of money, but he
also squandered a measure of good
will with the country's parents, many
of whom came away from jurassic Park
outraged by the film's violence.
Other efforts at family filmmaking this summer ranged from the
pedestrian Dennis the Menace to the
insufferable Rookie of the Year. Free Willy
was slightly better. Certainly the whale
was gorgeous. But only Searching for
Bob!Jy Fischer stood out among this summer's Hollywood offerings for the family audience . That's why I want to
recommend two independent features
that opened around the country this
past summer and manged to attract
sadly little public notice. In their vastly
different ways Into the West and The
Wedding Banquet were the family pictures to see. Put them on your mustrent list when they make their way to
video.
Near the beginning of Into the
West, a most amazing and wonderful
thing happens. Two little ragamuffin
Irish boys take a huge white stallion up
the steps of a highrise Dublin tenement building and into the dingy
apartment where they reside. For some
time thereafter they include the horse
in their daily routine. He watches television with them in the living room,

dines with them in the kitchen and
bathes with them in the shower. The
possibility of a horse's long being able
to abide such confinement is an act of
fantasy, of course. But that's jsut the
picture's point. Such is the magic
power of a child's innocence and
imagination. It is a power strong
enough to irrigate the desert of
neglect, strong enough to repel the
crush of poverty.
Written by Jim Sheridan (My Left
Foot) and directed by Mike Newel
(Enchanted Apri[), Into the West becomes
the story of two little boys' magical
adventure in flight from a world of
cruel adults and brutal urban realities.
Twelve-year-old Tito Riley (Ruaidhri
Conroy) and his eight-year-old brother
Ossie (Ciaran Fitzgerald) come from a
band of Irish gypsies who call themselves 'Travelers" and trace their heritage to ancient Celtic times . The
Travelers have suffered a fate recalling
that of the Australian Aborigine and
the American Indian . They are
despised and disinherited in their own
land. Both the boys' parents belonged
to a caravanof Travelers, but since
their mother Mary died while giving
birth to Ossie, their Papa (Gabriel
Byrne) has forsaken wayfaring for a
grim life on the dole in a Dublin housing project. It seems that during her
difficult and fatal labor Mary was
denied admittance to a hospital
because of her identity as a Traveler.
As a result, heartbroken and confused,
Papa has turned his back on his own
people. But he has hardly found solace
and a warm reception at the hands of
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mainstream Irish society. He loves his
sons dearly and wants only the best for
them, but in his depression, loneliness
and self-loathing, he has become distant and impotent as a father.
Ossie and Tito's escape from the
dreary circumstances of their Dublin
life begins with the arrival of their
grandfather Qohnny Murphy) who
comes for a visit and brings with him
the majestic white steed he calls Tir na
nOg. From the moment young Ossie
lays eyes on the stallion he declares
with childish exuberance, "He's my
horse!" And indeed Grandfather
allows Ossie and Tito to keep Tir na
nOg despite the fact that they have no
funds to support the horse and no
place to board him other than in their
own apartment. Miraculously, it seems
that Tir na nOg causes little trouble
despite living somewhere above the
fifth floor in a towering slum. But
eventually neighbors complain,
authorities arrive and difficulties develop. Corrupt cops conspire to steal Tir
na nOg and sell him as a prize
steeplechaser. Then Ossie and Tito
succeed in spiriting him away and lead
rotten cops, thieving horse breeders
and concerned members of their family on a chase from Dublin clear to the
open Atlantic on the western coast.
Into the West works perfectly well
as a straightforward family adventure
film. Children and adults alike should
prove enraptured by the Riley brothers' daring and the melodrama of pursuit and narrow escape. In this regard
the picture has an uncommon wholesomeness. Unlike many American
films featuring children heroes, Tito
and Ossie aren't wisecracking little
smartasses. And despite their flight
from the world of adults, they aren't
depicted as inherently defiant of
authority. Also, that which they
accomplish, fantastic though it is,
nonetheless proceeds directly from a
child's capabilities. They aren't supertots, in other words, just sweet scared
kids who do what kids can-ride a
horse, run and hide. In sum, I can't
imagine a more satisfying movie outing for parent and child together.
More sophisticated film buffs
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don't want to overlook this picture,
however. Miramax Films marketed
Into the West as family fare and booked
it into the suburban mall multiplexes.
But before doing so the compnay considered releasing the film to the art
house circuit where Sheridan's and
Newel's work has more characteristically been exhibited. Into the West may
have the simplicity and family orientation associated with Disney, but it also
has the layering and resonance of art.
Beneath the adventure story lie some
pointed ruminations about the importance of cultural heritage.
The Travelers are depicted as a
rural, preindustrial people who practice age-old crafts and share with one
another a love of music, dancing and
communal living. When Papa takes his
boys off the road, he deposits them in
Dublin, that eastmost and most
Anglicized of Irish cities. And he houses them in a graffiti-blighted concrete
jungle. When the youngsters flee, they
instinctively head west, away from
urban Ireland and toward that part of
the Emerald Isle which has proved
most stubbornly rural and traditional.
Astride Tir na nOg and following his
magical lead, Tito and Ossie come to
their mother's grave and find a needed peace with what happened to her.
Symbolically, they employ the power of
imagination and fantasy to fill the void
of a missing mother's love, to embrace
with their hearts what they remain too
young to grasp with their intellects.
Comparable touches are sprinkled throughout the film. Tir na nOg
lives peaceably in the Riley apartment
until neighbors interfere. A child's fantasy is harmless. But when the police
try to remove the horse against the
boys' wishes, Tir na nOg becomes violent, kicking down walls in his struggles against restraint. The danger lies
not in the fantasy but in fearing it and
in needlessly trying to restrict or deny
it. Late in the film Sheridan and Newel
pause to drive home the connection
between fantasy and their own cinematic art. In a small west-Ireland town
with Tito and Ossie barely a step ahead
of their pursuers, the boys hide in the
movie house on the town square. They

are hungry, and so the boys, and the
magical Tir n nOg as well, nourish
themselves and fuel themselves for
another day's flight with movieland
manna: popcorn.
Into the West is a perfect film for
parents and children to see together,
for it will thoroughly please both. It
will appeal to a child's sense of wonder
even as it satisfies an adult's desire for
substance. The picture's sweetness of
spirit is infectious. It makes you glad to
be human.

My classification of the comedy
The Wedding Banquet as a family film
will strike some as odd. The picture
deals forthrightly with homosexuality
and is certainly aimed at a more
sophisticaed audience than is the runof-the-mill family flick. Yet, in its most
important aspect, The Wedding Banquet
is about family bonds, the ties of blood
which hold us together across time
and vast distances. Writ large, the film
is about brotherhood in the family of
humankind. Thus, despite the maturing of its basic subject matter, I
wouldn't hesitate to share it with my
children.
Scripted by Taiwanese director
Ang Lee along with Neil Peng and
James Schamus, The Wedding Banquet is
the story ofWai-Tung (Winston Chao),
a thirtyish Taiwanese-American making a handsome living in New York as a
real estate investor. Wai-Tung remains
fiercely loyal to his parents (Sihung
Lung, Ah-Leh Gua) in Taiwan, but he
can't grant their fondest wish that he
marry a Taiwanese girl and bear them
grandchildren. He can't because he's a
gay, a fact he's never confided to
them. Wai-Tung harbors no guilt over
his sexual orientation. He's comfortable with his gay identity and enjoys a
long-term relationship with a
Manhattan doctor named Simon
(Mitchell Lichtenstein). But Wai-Tung
nonetheless feels guilty about disappointing his parents. To alleviate some
part of that guilt, Wai-Tung acquiesces
to Simon's suggestion that he stage an
"in-name-only" marriage to Wei-Wei
(May Chin), an illegal immigrant artist
living in one of Wai-Tung's buildings.
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Wei-Wei knows that Wai-Tung is gay,
but by marrying him she can get a
green card and thereafter live and
work in America legally. The plan
seems good-hearted, harmless and
foolproof until Wei-Tung's parents
announce their intention to journey to
New York for the wedding.
Lee and his co-writers might well
have settled for the kind of mistaken
identity farce that reaped such a harvest of laughs and financial rewards in
La Cage Aux Folles. But they aim for
and hit a much higher target. Though
their touch is everywhere light, they
have made a film about the dignity of
alJ ·human beings whatever our race,
creed, gender or sexual orientation, a
film about our decisive commonality
whatever our cultural distinctiveness.
That's hardly to imply that The
Wedding Banquet isn't funny, for it's
very funny indeed. Simon and WaiTung's frenetic attempt to parentize
their home may be fairly predictable,
but it's still laugh-out-loud funny as the
two scramble to replace all erotica
with more traditional items of home

decoration. Before Simon and WaiTung hit upon the idea of the bogus
marriage to Wei-Wei, Wai-Tung's
mother tries to mate her son through
a computer service. Wai-Tung determines to sabotage that exercise by
describing his ideal as a 5'8" Ph.D.
opera singer fluent in five languages.
Later, the filmmakers poke fun at WaiTung's devout capitalism. Simon can
overcome his lover's reluctance to
marry Wei-Wei only by pointing out
the tax advantages. Elsewhere, Lee
generates laughs from Simon's
faltering command of Chinese and
from \t\Tei-Wei's almost utter ineptitude
in the kitchen. It is important to note,
however, that Lee has fun with his
characters without ever making fun of
his characters. Nobody is subject to
ridicule. Nobody is reduced to stereotype or caricature. Everybody is afforded his or her dignity. All the characters
are rendered as fundamentally decent,
well-intentioned, intelligent and likable.
Among the many memorable
scenes in The Wedding Banquet, several

are especially salient. The marriage
celebration itself is a rich introduction
to delightful traditions associated with
the Chinese wedding: feeding the
bride with lotus-blossom soup, testing
the blindfolded bride with anonymous
kisses, invading the bridal suite to
supervise the marital disrobing. Just
when we fear that Wai-Tung's father
may find Wei-Wei contemptible for
her culinary inadequacies, she wins
him over with her expertise about
their shared fascination with calJigraphy. On several occasions Simon tugs
at our hearts as he shows his feelings
for Wai-Tung's parents, feelings that
arise expressly because the old couple
are his lover's parents. But, of course,
the root of his feelings must remain
camouflaged. And most affecting, WaiTung reveals the depth of his love and
admiration for his father, even as he
hides from his father his truest face.
Centering itself in its characters,
The Wedding Banquet is not an overtly
political film. But we can discover in its
subtext some key political points. One
has to do exclusively with the Chinese

Wei-Wei (MAY CHIN) prepares for a kiss from Wi?i-Tung ('vi'!NSTON CHAO) in THE WEDDI.VG BANQUET
November 1993

Photo by Albert Huang
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as they have divided themselves into
two Chinese nations. It's no accident
that Wai-Tung is from Taiwan and
Wei-Wei from the mainland.
Symbolically, for countries as for individuals, though they are seemingly
incompatible, union between them is
not only possible, but entirely capable
of bearing genuine fruit.. A second
political point is deftly aimed at
American viewers. Throughout most of
the film, Wai-Tung and Wei-Wei speak
to each other in Chinese as we read
along in subtitles. Via the subtitles we
come to know them both as bright,
articulate, thoughtful and funny people. It is an abrupt shock, then, when
Wei-Wei stumbles so clumsily through
the English lines of her marriage vows
that we can barely understand her. In
those moments we are forced to face
the prejudices with which we've routinely responded to those with limited
English skills whom we've not had the

privilege of coming to know so well in
their own language.
We hear a lot about multi-culturalism these days. Academics argue
about how much non-Western history
and literature to include in core college curricula. School districts debate
the merits of bilingual education.
Politicians spar over immigration quotas. Ideology confronts ideology. And
what gets lost, sometimes by both
sides, are people. That's why I found
relevant parts of Andrei Codrescu's
Road Scholar so moving-because it
introduces us to the personal face of
immigration and reminds us how special a place America seems to so many
who have only recently arrived. And
that's also why I rank Gregory Nava's
El Norte one of the truly important
films of the 1980s -because it puts a
human face on that despised Hispanic
group of people we disparage as "wetbacks." Ang Lee performs a similar ser-

vice for Chinese immigrants. In its sunniness of spirit, The Wedding Banquet
reminds me a lot of director Norman
Jewison and writer John Patrick
Shanley's wonderful Moonstruck, another mature motion picture that I'd term
suitable family fare. Moonstruck was
also a picture without a villain, a picture where problems were located in
circumstances and not in people. In
fact, if The Wedding Banquet has a flaw,
it's that the whole story is probably too
good to be true. The people here act
perhaps too well. They are kinder,
more accepting and more forgiving
than people most times really are. But
then, they act the way people ought to
act, and acting the way we ought seems
to me one of those elemental imperatives urged most commonly in the
warmth of the family hearth. 0

The Music of the Spheres
Quicksilver dust goes nowhere,
carries its skin like a fist.
Only the soul knows music.
Dust has a tongue
shocked into speech by the brain,
learns to divide and multiply
in a dying world. Soul has a tongue
the heart's attuned to,
without translation. Soul hums
one tune through the night.
The heart can hear, when it listens.
Dust writhes and works
night and day, casts itself down
alone and groans, Sing to Me,

please, sing clearly.

Walter McDonald
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A Song for Lovers

Arvid F. Sponberg

"For many years I have been a
professional church musician . . . We must
continue and renew our hope that all
worship is carefully-planned and executed.
Let us not get into the spontaneous, casual
type of worship!"
Cantor Paul Manz, The Cresset,
September 1993
"The harpsichord is a domestic
instrument and so I invite you to relax, be
at ease, even get up and move around
between pieces, whatever you feel like. "
remarks to the audience by
Dr. William Eifrig at his recital
in the Gloria Christi Chapel at
Valparaiso University,
September 26, 1993

Gus Sponberg teaches in the Department of
English at VU, but sallies forth to study
and write in several areas, notably theatre
and academic history.
November 1993

"Dad, did you know that Bach
was a Lutheran?"
My daughter, Erica, a seventhgrader, bent over her books taking
notes for her music class report on a
famous composer. She had wanted to
do a report on Mozart, mainly because
his life was short. By the time the
teacher asked for Erica's choice,
Mozart was taken . Bach was her backup. Dad and Mom had "steered" this
choice just a little. We reminded her
that she had a grandmother who was a
church organist and could tell her
stories about Bach.
In his Cresset article, Cantor Manz
acknowledged the influence of Bach
on his development as a professional
church musician. Dr. Eifrig's
"domestic" recital included music by
both J.S. Bach and his son J.C. Bach.
One of the stories I remember my
mother telling about Bach was that
even though-in fact, because-he was
a busy professional musician, he
sometimes based music for worship
music chorales on tunes people sang
at home or even in taverns. To 20thcentury ears, Bach's music often feels
very formal, but for Lutherans it unites
church and home. Its virtues result
from both planning and spontaneity.
Bach's career straddled the worlds of
professional and amateur.
Bach was born in 1685 and died
in 1750. In the 30 years after his death
the worlds of politics and the arts in
Europe endured an unprecedented
shock. The colonials of the new world
asserted their right to govern
themselves.
Another way of expressing this
would be to say that the amateurs took
over from the professionals, as viewed
by the Europeans. Of course the
colonials didn't view themselves as
amateurs; they had been managing
their own affairs for 180 years, if we
measure the time from the founding
of Jamestown to the Treaty of Paris.
But they did view their adversaries as
professionals, and resented them for
it.
They knew all about professional

soldiers, for example. Their
experiences with people who knew
only soldiering led the colonials to add
two amendments to the U.S.
constitution. Today, the numerous
followers of the second amendment
remind us of the perils of rampant
amateurism. But on the whole
American history provides numerous
examples of suspicion and distaste for
professionalization-even as Americans continue to pursue it- and
reverence for amateurism.
Consider, for instance, the case
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Its
founding represents a triumph of
professionalism over amateurism. By
the 1880s, its founder, Colonel T.W.
Higginson, had become deeply
dissatisfied with the musical ambiance
of Boston. Prior to Higginson's
benefactions, a Bostonian's musical
evening out meant either gathering
with friends at someone's house to
sing or play their own instruments or
attending a "concert." At concerts of
this time, a Bostonian might hear a
"program" that included a violin
concerto, selected opera choruses,
show tunes, and sea chanteys.
Moreover, the musicians performing
these numbers were also the members
of the audience.
As Professor Paul Dimaggio tells
the story ("Cultural Entrepreneurship
in Nineteenth Century Boston: The
Creation of an Organizational Base for
High Culture in America," Media,
Culture, and Society, vol. 4, 1982) this
shapeless congeries of musical merrymaking
distressed
Colonel
Higginson-a lot. He worried that
Boston would never become the
Athens of the New World if his fellow
citizens merely followed their musical
noses in such happily aimless fashion.
So he organized an orchestra.
He sought the best musicians in
Boston and offered them salaries for
rehearsal and performance. He also
attached a condition that appears to
mark clearly the difference between
the professional and the amateur.
Anyone accepting Col. Higginson's
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offer also agreed not to play for any
other organization on the penalty of
loss of employment. By constraining
the best musicians, Higginson laid the
foundation
for
an
excelleut
professional musical organization. But
the same condition simultaneously
weakened many more amateur and
semi-professional musical groups in
Boston by depriving them of their best
players.
Of course this condition often
was honored in the breach. Musicians
who had played for years with their
friends and neighbors simply found it
impossible to confine their activities to
advancing Col. Higginson's innovative,
but not necessarily more important,
cultural ambitions. In addition, the
native
musicians
soon
were
complaining about their pay and
working conditions. From Col.
Higginson's point of view, maintaining
the discipline of the corps d'orchestre
became a problem.
He solved it over a few years by
replacing the fractious Americans with
Europeans, musicians, that is, with no
bonds to the community they were
playing for and complete economic
dependence on the whim of Col.
Higginson.
The
price
of
professionalism , in this instance, was
estrangement from the community
and a kind of economic serfdom.
Now in the century since the
founding of the BSO, Americans have
become more sophisticated about such
matters. Not all musicians need to be
professionals and the professionals
need not be alienated from the
community.
But my point is that Col.
Higginson, although with noble
intentions, created a boundary where
none had existed before, and that the
acceptability of drawing that boundary
has complicated our lives in this
society ever since. The quotations from
Cantor Manz and Dr. Eifrig hint at the
nature of those complications.
The mission of higher education
in this country became more
complicated because it straddled that

boundary. Consequently "profess"-ors
(why not "amat"-ors ?) invest much
time and energy, singly and in
committees, determining the quality
and proportions of work devoted to
these parallel but not always
complementary goals. General
education is education of the amateur,
or education for that part of each of us
that is not professional. Revisions of
the general education requirements
that are about to take effect here at
Valparaiso University label just over
one-half of the hours required for the
B.A. degree as general education. But
each discipline that contributes to the
general education of studentsEnglish , for example-also defines
itself professionally. The title of the
Modern Language Association journal
treating disciplinary matters is even
titled "Profession." At promotion and
tenure decision time, contributions of
a candidate to general education are
taken effectively for granted;
contributions to the profession, by
contrast, are scrutinized minutely and
are determining.
The voice of Col. Higginson
speaks to the desire in eve1-y professor
and university administrator for
distinctions and subordinations. It's a
voice that should be muted and
blended with music that sings of our
yearning for wholeness achieved by the
apt design of common materials. The
music of Bach, for example. 0

Paul Phipps

(1921-1993)

Professor Paul Phipps died on
Wednesday, September 29. He had
retired at the end of the 1989

academic year after a career of almost
forty years in the English department
at Valparaiso University . His final
illness came on quickly and
unexpectedly and made shocking what
should have been only saddening. In
human terms, no one from this
university had more fully earned a
long and happy retirement.
He had been a student of
Professor Walter G. Friedrich and
nothing about his career was more
fitting than his being named the first
holder of the Friedrich Chair in
American Literature. His skills as a
teacher hold first place in the
memories of his friends and students.
His unfailing kindness and patience
scarcely rank lower. Those who lost
their footing in a Faulknerian
paragraph or sought the bedrock
beneath an Emersonian sentence
found Paul Phipps alertly and reliably
at their sides. He never let his students
be intimidated, either by writers or by
their fears about their own ability to
understand writing. Today we would
say that he empowered students to
claim their literary heritage, but he did
something even more necessary: he
encouraged them, knowing power was
useless without courage.
He also served as chairman of the
department from 1964 to 1970, a time
when the university experienced large
annual increases in enrollment. It was
not unusual for Paul to hire as many as
a dozen new teachers in a single year.
Until well into the 1980s most of the
faculty in the department had been
hired by him. And many who moved
on to careers in other universities
owed their first jobs to Paul Phipps.
He had great faith in God's grace
and in God's purpose for his life. At
his funeral, it was said that he was selfeffacing to the point, sometimes, of
being irritating. But no one who spoke
to him daily could doubt that his
capacity to allow others their due
sprung from a supreme confidence in
the divine disposition of human
affairs. In life, in death, he was the
Lord's. 0
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Letter From Thrkey

David Brunet

There are few large garde n s in
Bornova, and the large garden around
The Church of Mary Magdalen e is a
very restful place. Just beyond th e
fence, traffic grumbles , unive rsity
students hang out in the cafes and the
fotokopi stores , and Turkish army
recruits hurry back to their barracks.
But under the great pine trees
surrounding the little church, the air is
still and the tulips are ready to bud.
Above all, it is a quiet place.
Today, a dozen people , som e
devout and some curious, gathered in
the small church. There were no
lights, and the church was cold. But it
was the first bright day of spring, and a
soft clear light illuminated the stained
glass. The door on the western end of

David Brunet teaches in the Department of
English at St. Olaf, and wrote this piece as
a result of a FullJright year in Turkey.
Thus, the time referred to in the article is a
week in the spring of 1993. This is his first
appearance in The Cresset.

November 1993

the church was left open, and
passersby drifted in and out, some of
them remaining to sing a hymn. This
was a reconsecration, one of the most
unusual rituals in the Christian
church .
Last week, on April 6, someone
broke into the little church by
chipping away the stone that held the
protective grate over one of the
windows.
Once in, they stole
everything that could be moved, the
Turkish carpets, the gold candlesticks,
the chalice, the golden eagle, every
thing big or little. And then, having
taken every object of value, the vandals
defecated on the floors.
The archdeacon ascribed the
attack at St. Mary Magdalene to the
growing militant fundamentalism in
Turkey. But the incident in the little
church in Bornova was only one of
many acts of vandalism and outrage
against churches and mosques that
occurred this week around the world.
On the 13th , for example, a large
mosque was burned in Greece .
Religious intolerance is everywhere.
Just this week , Serbian Christians
attacked and butchered Bosnian
Moslems. Just this week, car bombs
were set off by Sikhs in Bombay, killing
hundreds.

+
The ceremony is peculiar and
very ancient.
It begins with a
procession around the church. On
this day, one tall man wearing an alb
carries an even taller wooden cross.
The second man, the Archdeacon,
recruits a small child to carry a basin of
holy water. As they proceed around
the church, he dips his wand into the
child 's basin and sprinkles water on
the walls of the church, the bushes and
the path , saying continually, "In the
Name of the Father, and of the Son

and of the Holy Ghost." With them
goes a woman, also wearing an alb,
who swings a smoking censer back and
forth, laying a thick smog of incense
over bushes and flowers and grass.
Traffic slows on the road past the
church; people on the sidewalk stop to
stare.
When they have gone completely
around the church, they come to the
main entrance which is closed. The
congregation is inside.
The
Archdeacon takes the tall cross, strikes
the door loudly with it, and calls out,
"Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates, and be
ye lift up, ye everlasting doors: and the
King of Glory shall come in." And
inside the church, voices call out,
''Who is the King of Glory?" Then the
Archdeacon answers, "It is the Lord,
strong and mighty."
Now again the Archdeacon
strikes the door loudly with the cross,
and calls out, "Lift up your heads, 0 ye
gates, and be ye lift up, ye everlasting
doors: and the King of Glory shall
come in." And inside the church,
voices call out again, ''Who is the King
of Glory?" This time the Archdeacon
answers, "It is the Lord, strong and
mighty: It is the Lord mighty in
battle."
A third time, the Archdeacon
strikes the door loudly with the cross,
and a third time calls out, "Lift up your
heads, 0 ye gates, and be ye lift up, ye
everlasting doors: and the King of
Glory shall come in." And inside the
church, voices call out again ,. "Who is
the King of Glory?" Pushing tthe door
open, the Archdeacon answers, "It is
the Lord, strong and mighty: It is the
Lord mighty in battle: even the Lord
of Hosts, he is the King of Glory. " With
that, he and his procession enter,
declaring:
"Peace be to this house from God
our Heavenly Father.
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Peace be to this house from His
Son who is our Peace.
Peace be to this house from the
Holy Ghost the Comforter."
+

"At least they didn't take the organ,"
the Archdeacon says wistfully. And the
old reedy organ begins to play "Old
Hundredth." It is a manual organ,
and a young Turkish man sits on a
stool beside the organ and cranks the
hand pump. The dozen voices sing as
loudly as their ancient voices allow, not
quite in unison.

+
Why bother? The congregation
that built St. Mary Magdalene no
longer exists. The neighborhood has
changed beyond all recognition in
recent decades. The church was built
to serve the Levantine community
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when Bornova was called Bournabat.
It was consecrated by the Bishop of
Gibraltar in 1864, and it stood among
the pines with stately mansions on all
sides.
Today, apartment complexes
surround the little church. The few
Levantine houses that still exist are
government ministries or university
buildings. Few Christians live within
walking distance of the church, and an
immense billboard just down the street
advertises Zaman, the Moslem
fundamentalist newspaper. During
Ramadan, drummers on motorbikes
cruise past the church in the middle of
the night, waking the faithful to
prepare for a day of fasting.
The church is used on special
occasions by members of the
congregation of the Anglican church
of St. John. St. John's members
maintain the gardens and clean the
church. It is, in truth, something of a
burden to the congregation to keep St.

Mary Magdalene in repair. And now,
after the vandalism and the theft, the
congregation will furnish the church
anew, from insurance proceeds and
from foreign gifts. And why? For
what?
Part of the answer is in the pews
on this unusual Sunday. Karen, a
committed member of St. John's
congregation, has brought a young
Turkish student to the event, and she
translates the sermon for him. The
young man has attended a retreat for
Moslem Turks who are interested in
becoming Christians. And behind him
are three more young Turks who
drifted in during the service, drawn by
music and by the reedy organ. No one
seems surprised at their presence, as
though these guests had been
expected. And then I understand the
importance of the reconsecration. The
church is being kept ready for the next
generation, because God may choose
to fill it with new members. 0
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Apprehension
There are scratches on my hands
from wrestling the kitten; otherwise
my hands are clean, handling
books and letters, loose change, once
in a thrift store holding the portmanteau
owned once by the victim
of an unsolved murder; all the burdens of commerce
have passed through my hands, making them capable
of gestures, improvisations, at times,
urgencies. I held you once and once
I carried your sleeping child to her bed.
I've thought of what it might be like
to have no hands, to have one's limbs
trail off merely into uncertainty, to apprehend
the world with a lingering doubt, vaporous,
and immortal like a final breath. Once
I thought I had a handle on things, I
could balance and weigh, could sculpt a space
looming and elegant at once, I thought
I could compose the days with the precision
of Carracci. I knew a swimmer with enormous hands,
hands that could gulp; one day
he swam over the edge of the sea and I've since
learned the exquisite art of fumbling.
Hands doubt the violence of which they can conceive.
The scars on my wrists where the handcuffs were too tight
:will be smoothed over. On some insomnia! nights,
running my fingers through my thinning hair,
I will find a broken bit of safety glass
bodied forth, as guilty as a pebble,
from beneath my scalp. Broken glass
that passes through my hands, for beggars,
panhandlers, all the handsome of the earth.

Art Redding
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Robert McAfee Brown, Persuade Us
To Rejoice: The Liberating Power of
Fiction.Westminster / John Knox
Press, Louisville, Kentucky, 1992.
Almost anyone continuing to
explore the borderland between literature and religion will welcome this
brief collection of essays from
Professor Brown's household treasures-polished pieces like his reworking of "Assyrians in Modern Dress,"
where in the early sixties he alerted
committed Christian readers to attend
to the "cultured despisers of religion"
in modern literature-or his more
recent commentary on the presence of
God in Alice Walker's The Color Purple.
Bringing together both common
thematic interests and incisive practical criticism, Brown embodies the
intellectual openness and imaginative
sympathy characterizing the best of
theologically informed commentators.
Yet one remains continually aware of
Brown's own firm commitment to the
love he has been touched by in his
own Christian faith. I think, in fact,
that it is this love as attentiveness to
others that exemplifies the broad
range of Brown's competencies as cultural critic. Or to put it in another way
and in question form: Are there folk
30

among us who offer us glimpses of a
truth that does not kill and a possible
comfort that is not a lie? And our
response to the rhetorical question
points to folk like Robert McAfee
Brown. He, of course, joins his voice
to others. The title of the collection is
taken from W. H. Auden 's dark and
celebratory poem "In Memory of W. B.
Yeats." And their accumulated voices
alert us to the power of words and
story in naming both the pain and joy
in the exigencies of our being, the
rejoicing a possibility shared by "religious" and nonreligious alike.
In his introduction and epilogue
Brown awakens us to the limits of
words and books, however, because
life itself often proves to be a continuing threshold experience. We are led
again and again to recognize that
"acts of faith sufficiently grounded in
love . . . bequeath us hope." In
between, Brown offers us patient
responses to single authors like
Ignazio Silone, Elie Wiesel, and
Charles Williams. Then he presents a
series of thoughtful reviews of single
books, including well known works like
Albert Camus' The Fall, C. S. Lewis' Till
We Have Faces, Frederick Buechner's
Brendan, and lesser known works like
George Dennison's Luisa Domic and
Ursula LeGuin's Always Coming Home.
There is a kind of historical
unevenness-one grasps for an appropriate term-that probably will make
some chapters appear more relevant to
present readers than others. Thus the
section on "Four Ways of Waiting: A
Case Study" of]. D. Salinger, Samuel
Beckett, Franz Kafka, and W. H.
Auden, may lack the pertinence of
Brown's inquiry on Elie Wiesel, "The
Human Obligation to Question God"
or the still insightful abridged analysis
of Charles Williams.
I put the collection down with a
hope and a quibble. The hope is that
Professor Brown will bring to quick
completion his proposed extended
work on theology and narrative and
that he will bring to that work the
same capacity for making just the right
distinctions that make reading his
work a deepening and sometimes

altering experience. My quibble was
with his still having the juices to do the
work. Yet there is hope there too. For
example, he includes in parentheses
and in present tense as he comments
on substitution imagery in Charles
Williams' Descent into Hell, "(As I write
this, my four year old son and his best
friend have just exchanged their bedroom slippers, and are in an infectious
transport of ecstasy.)" [As I read the
passage some quick images came to
mind: one of Robert Graves removing
his dentures during a BBC interview
and spluttering intelligibly about his
second family; another of John
Cheever dying from cancer and writing about his homoerotic asides;
another of seventy-year-plus Minnie
Minoso in a White Sox uniform and
the commentator alerting us to
Minnie's having a four-year old son. In
each instance I was amazed by the
apparent passionate and productive
eros still burning in these distinguished and aging men. Are these
same urges still emergent in Professor
Brown or did he or his publisher just
not bother to change tenses or drop
an allusion from a reworked essay?
One hopes for the former while pondering and allowing for the latter.]
Warren G. Rubel

Notes on poetsHa Jin is poet from China,now teaching in the Creative Writing Program at
Boston University. His poems have
appeared in Paris Review, Agni,
TriQuarterly and Ploughshares.
Walter McDonald heads
the
Department of Creative Writing at
Texas Tech and is widely published.
He is represented in Carolyn Forche's
anthology Against Forgetting: Twentieth
Century Poetry of Witness, Norton , 1993.
Art Redding is completing his PhD at
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
He is teaching this year in the Czech
Republic.
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Children, Faith and the Arts
..... combining several of the Cresset 's favorite topics, this special
December :January issue will feature the new children's book Branta and
the Golden Stone, by Walter Wangerin, Jr. By special arrangement with the
publisher, an illustration from the book, by noted artist Deborah Healy,
will appear on our covers in full color.
Inside. .. articles by Beth Hoger, John Ruff, Virginia Stem Owens, and
Walt Wangerin, Jr.

And... a gathering of comments about reading and writing for children by
a number of thoughtful people, including Madeleine L'Engle and Robert
Coles

Don't miss this issue .... you'll want one to keep and one to share!

The Cresset is for

those people you like to talk with .....

Subscribe for a friend, student, child, niece, great aunt, former teacher....
$8.50 peryear, $14.75 for two years, $4.00 for students, five subscriptions-$25.00!

Name --------------------------------------------------Address -------------------------------------------------

Send your name and address and we will bill you, send a card and an extra issue to
the person you name. The Cresset, Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, IN 46383
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A statement about my worK:
Since thP invt>ntion of the printing prt>ss, typography and dt>sign havtt been used to
confttr special crttdibility upon the W()rds they dt>livt-rt-d. My intt>ntlon in dPsigning
Imperfect typeface~ and using them to create idiosyncratic graphic design is to
contributf:• to the devaluation of the printttd word. By using my $6,000.00 computer
to create type that resembles somPthing that could havt> bet>n created with a $2.95
lettering template I hope to participate in the diffusion of the codes that separate
the institution from the individual. The reason for this is that I think type is often
too pt-rfect for the messages it conveys. The sleek typefaces and rigid design
formats that constitutE' the public faces of many corporations and governmt>nts
convty tht impression that E'Vt>rything is alright, but often function as masks,
concPaling biPmishPs such as racism, jingoism. consumerism and dt"fort"station. The
imperfect in my work is mt"ant to say whatevt"r it says morP honestly.

